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CRUCIAL ROLE OF WATER
IN THE FORMATION OF BASIC
PROPERTIES OF LIVING MATTER

A relation between the water properties and the behavior of aqueous solutions of albumin, the
main protein component of human blood plasma, has been analyzed. The dependence of the pH
index of acid-base balance in aqueous albumin solutions on the albumin concentration is exper-
imentally studied. It is shown that the temperature dependences of pH in biological solutions
are determined by the properties of water, and the concentration ones by the concentration
of a protein component. It is albumin that makes the main contribution to the pHs of blood
and blood plasma, and it should be considered as a factor that maintains the equilibrium pH
value. It is shown that the most characteristic changes in the concentration dependences of the
density and shear viscosity of human plasma occur at a protein concentration corresponding to
the percolation threshold. A characteristic dimerization of albumin macromolecules is assumed
to take place at the percolation threshold, which corresponds to the superposition on one an-
other of heart-shaped medallions representing the spatial forms of albumin. The dependences of
the effective radii of polyvinyl alcohol and albumin macromolecules on the solution temperature
and concentration are demonstrated to be an indicator that water plays a decisive role in the
formation of basic properties of biosolutions. In particular, it is responsible for the presence of
an upper temperature limit of 42 ∘C for the existence of living matter. The universal nature of
the water influence manifests itself in that the water properties affect the behavior of both the
classic PVA polymer and protein biomolecules.
K e yw o r d s: water, biological solutions, human albumin, pH, characteristic temperatures,
percolation.

1. Introduction
The water content in living matter is 60–75%. Various
forms of living matter had been arisen and had been
developing for a long time in water of primordial
oceans [1–3]. The existence of substantially dehy-
drated organisms is impossible. Furthermore, a hu-
man being can survive much longer without food than
without water. All those facts testify to the crucial
role of water for the functioning of various systems in
living organisms. From a general viewpoint, it cannot
be otherwise. The simplest living organisms had been
developing in the primordial ocean. Their fragments
were even simpler and were also formed under the
influence of surrounding water. Therefore, it is the
influence of water properties rather that the interac-
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tion between the organism fragments or their parts
that played a crucial role in the evolution of living
matter.

In this connection, let us dwell on the most im-
portant properties of water that have the greatest in-
fluence on various systems in living organisms. In so
doing, we will take into account, in particular, that a
human being can exist, if the functioning temperature
of his/her internal organs falls within an interval of
32–42 ∘C [4,5]. The existence of pure water in this in-
terval is characterized by the following characteristic
properties.

∙ Water molecules are connected with one another
by 2.5–2.6 hydrogen bonds on the average. Those
bonds can form a spatial network.

∙ Due to hydrogen bonds, water molecules form
clusters that exist during a relatively short time in-
terval of an order of picoseconds. The clusters have
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an ice-like structure, i.e. water is not an unstructured
liquid.

∙ Thermal excitations of clusters are responsible for
the heat capacity of water. This parameter is two to
three times as large as the heat capacity values for
the majority of low-molecular liquids.

∙ In the vicinity of the normal physiological body
temperature, the heat capacity of water at a constant
pressure has a minimum value, which favors the sta-
bilization of thermal processes in the body.

∙ The dielectric permittivity of water remains sub-
stantial (𝜀 > 75), which stimulates the dissociation of
externally introduced salts and acids, as well as sur-
face amino acids that enter the composition of pro-
teins.

∙ Water molecules are characterized by a low but
extremely important degree of self-dissociation, which
corresponds to the acid-base balance pH ≈ 7.0. As a
result of the self-dissociation, there arise a small num-
ber of extremely mobile H+ cations, which radically
affect the properties of admixture proteins.

∙ Water is characterized by specific temperature
dependences of its dielectric relaxation time and com-
pressibility. In the vicinity of 42 ∘C, the former tends
to the free rotation time and the latter has a mini-
mum.

A direct relation between the properties of water
and the functioning of living organisms or proteins
has been demonstrated for the first time in works
[6, 7]. In particular, it was shown that, at the tem-
perature 𝑇𝐷 ≈ 42 ∘C, the crystal-like character of the
thermal motion of water molecules transforms into an
argon-like one, which corresponds to the absence of
clustering. This temperature is known to be the up-
per limit for human life or, in terms of the existence
of some proteins, the temperature of their denatura-
tion [8–10]. In effect, this means that a long evolution
of primitive proteins in the ocean has led to the ad-
justment of their most important properties to those
of water, in particular, to the temperature at which
the character of thermal motion of water molecules
changes. The manifestations of some other proper-
ties of water in the behavior of proteins and living
matter were discussed in work [11]. A certain one-
sidedness of those results consists in that the struc-
ture of proteins in living organisms was taken into
account rather superficially in the cited works.

The aim of this work was to analyze the relation
between the properties of water and the behavior of

one of the simplest proteins, albumin, in aqueous so-
lutions. According to work [12], an isolated albumin
macromolecule looks like a heart-shaped medallion
about 80 Å in diameter and about 30 Åin thickness. It
consists of three domains, each of which has two sub-
domains. In their turn, the subdomains consist of
two interconnected 𝛼-helices formed by amino acid
sequences. When amino acids are dissolved in water
and enter the near-surface layer of an albumin macro-
molecule, they begin to interact with the aqueous en-
vironment. In so doing, some of them dissociate and
send H+ ions into the aqueous medium, whereas their
other part, which includes molecular groups with a
nitrogen atom, can attach H+. As a result, the pH
of the aqueous albumin solution should substantially
change with the growth of both the albumin concen-
tration and the temperature. The addition of acids or
alkali to the solution invokes a further redistribution
of H+ ions, and there appear electric double layers
of different polarities. When albumin is dissolved in
water, the character of bonds between the domains
and subdomains also changes, which gives rise to cer-
tain changes in the size of albumin macromolecules in
the solution depending on the solution temperature,
concentration, and pH.

In this work, we present the results of certain ex-
periments and discuss their physical nature.

2. The pH of Aqueous
Albumin Solutions and Blood Plasma

In work [13], it was found that the temperature de-
pendences of the pH for water, blood, and blood
plasma are linear functions in the temperature in-
terval 25 ∘C < 𝑇 < 50 ∘C (see Fig. 1). Furthermore,
the slopes of the lines for blood and blood plasma are
rather close to the corresponding parameter for pure
water. This fact undoubtedly testifies that the prop-
erties of water are responsible for the temperature
dependences of the blood and blood plasma parame-
ters. But a direct origin of the difference between the
pH values for water, on the one hand, and for blood
and its plasma, on the other hand, remained unclear.

To explain this phenomenon, we present the fol-
lowing considerations. First, let us take into account
that the pH of blood is almost entirely determined by
the pH of blood plasma, and the role of erythrocytes
is not substantial. Second, blood plasma can be con-
sidered as an aqueous solution of proteins with their
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Fig. 1. Temperature dependences of pH for pure water [13,14]
(1 ), whole blood [13] (2 ), and blood plasma [13] (3 )

Fig. 2. Dependences of the pH index of the aqueous human
albumin solution on the albumin concentration. The lower axis
corresponds to the mass concentrations of albumin (g/cm3),
and the upper axis to its volume concentrations. Curves 1 and
2 exhibit experimental data obtained at temperatures of 19 ∘C

and 37 ∘C, respectively

weight concentration of 7–8%. Among the latter, the
most significant role is played by the macromolecules
of albumin (up to 65% of the protein component in
blood plasma), globulins (25%), and fibrinogen (up
to 0.4%). The protein components of blood plasma
play an important role in the formation of plasma
properties; first of all, these are its density and shear
viscosity.

Therefore, we may assume that the pH differ-
ence between blood plasma and water emerges ow-
ing to the presence of albumin macromolecules. Addi-
tionally, let us take into account that albumin macro-

molecules consist of certain amino acid sequences.
Those sequences are combined into 𝛼-helices, and
the latter into subdomains and domains. Amino acid
residues in the near-surface layers of albumin macro-
molecules interact with surrounding water and can
partially dissociate into a hydrogen H+ and a nega-
tively charged residue. They can also attach H+ to
form a positively charged complex on the basis of
amino acid residues. Amino acids of the former type
include, in particular, glutamine and asparagine; and
amino acids of the latter type include histidine, ly-
sine, and other amino acids [15]. As a result, water
that surrounds an albumin macromolecule may re-
ceive some excess of hydrogens H+ or, on the con-
trary, lose some amount of hydrogens H+. As a re-
sult, the pH of the aqueous albumin solution either
decreases or increases, respectively. The magnitude of
the effect depends on the temperature, the presence
of impurity ions in water, and the concentration of
albumin macromolecules.

Note also that, in histidine-type amino acids, the
hydrogen H+ interacts with the amino acid residues
by means of electrostatic forces. In the aqueous en-
vironment of the near-surface layer of albumin, these
forces become approximately 𝜀w times weaker, where
𝜀w ≈ 80 is the dielectric permittivity of water. That
is why amino acids of this type dissociate. Inside al-
bumin, the same amino acids remain intact because
the dielectric permittivity is much lower here than
in water. The attachment of hydrogens H+ to the
residues of such amino acid as histidine occurs due
to the action of exchange forces that are responsible
for the filling of the outer electron shell in the nitrogen
atom. The final effect, i.e. the effective charge of al-
bumin, depends on the number of amino acid residues
of both types in the near-surface layer of the macro-
molecule, and this number can vary considerably with
the temperature.

This conclusion is completely confirmed by ex-
perimental pH values for the aqueous albumin so-
lution, represented as a function of the pH on the
solution concentration for two different temperatures
(Fig. 2). In Fig. 2, the concentration of albumin in
the aqueous solutions is expressed as either the mass
concentration 𝐶 or the volume fraction 𝜙 of proteins
in blood plasma. The volume fraction 𝜙 is determined
by the relation

𝜙alb =
4𝜋

3
𝑟3eff

𝜌alb
𝑚alb

,
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where 𝑚alb = 𝑀alb × 1.66 × 10−24 g is the mass of
albumin molecule, and 𝑀alb is the atomic mass of
albumin macromolecule (it is evaluated as 𝑀alb =
= 0.65 × 105 daltons). An important characteristic
of the macromolecular solution is the the percolation
threshold 𝜙p = 0.23 [16, 17]. At 𝜙alb < 𝜙p, all albu-
min macromolecules in the aqueous solution can be
regarded as isolated; otherwise, i.e. at 𝜙alb > 𝜙p, as
partially associated, i.e. there appear groups of bound
albumin macromolecules in the system.

Blood plasma with the normal density is charac-
terized by the parameter 𝜙 ≈ 0.23, i.e. the volume
fraction of albumin in blood plasma is close to the
percolation threshold. The total relative volume of
proteins in blood plasma is probably from 1 1

2 to 2
times larger,

𝜙
(𝑢)
prot ≈ 0.30÷0.40.

Accordingly, one can see from Fig. 2 that a substan-
tial modification in the character of the pH versus
concentration dependence takes place in the interval
0.20 < 𝜙 < 0.23, i.e. near the percolation threshold.

Another very important thing is that it is the albu-
min macromolecules that give the main contribution
to the pH of blood plasma. Indeed, a comparison be-
tween the values of pHp−pHw and pHalb at 𝜙alb ≈ 0.2
brings us to the conclusion that

pHalb ≈ 2

3
(pHp − pHw).

This relation between the pHs of blood plasma and
the aqueous albumin solution testifies that a propor-
tionality factor of 2

3 almost exactly coincides with
the relative fraction of albumin in blood plasma. This
fact allows us to suppose that the index of acid-base
balance in blood plasma is proportionally related to
all its main components: albumin (≈66%), globulins
(≈25%), fibrinogen (1%), and so forth.

If the volume concentration of albumin macro-
molecules exceeds the percolation threshold, i.e. at
𝜙 < 𝜙p ≈ 0.23, the near-surface layers of neigh-
bor macromolecules overlap. In this case, a significant
amount of surface amino acids that detach and attach
H+ and belong to different macromolecules can form
bonds with one another. In other words, they cease
to exert influence on the pH of the aqueous albumin
solution, which finds its manifestation in a weak de-
pendence of the solution pH on the solution concen-
tration (see Fig. 2). In real plasma, the effects of H+

deactivation induced by the overlapping of the surface
layers of proteins play a not less important role.

We may assume that albumin in blood is respon-
sible for certain mechanisms of homeostasis in the
body, i.e. it helps to maintain the “equilibrium” state
of an organism as an open system under the action
of external factors [18, 19]. From Fig. 2, one can see
that, at a temperature of 37 ∘C, the variation of the
albumin concentration in the solution results in dis-
proportionately small changes of the pH index within
the volume concentration interval from the percola-
tion threshold to the maximum concentrations used in
pharmacology. Thus, the study of the acid-base bal-
ance makes it possible to determine the limits of ex-
istence for that or another structural feature in the
plasma biosolution. The interaction of proteins with
water molecules and ions of dissociated impurities fa-
vors structural changes, especially when the acid-base
balance changes.

3. Peculiarities of Percolation Phase
Transition in Aqueous Albumin Solutions

The important role of percolation phenomena in the
blood plasma of human beings and other mammals
is not confined to the electrophysical properties of
plasma, which were partially considered in the pre-
vious section. The electrostatic interaction between
amino acid residues with different polarities in neigh-
bor macromolecules is not negligibly small and can
invoke appreciable changes in the density and viscos-
ity of the system. An effect of this type was observed
in work [17] (see Fig. 3).

In Fig. 3, the density of human blood plasma is
exhibited as a function of the relative concentration
𝐶/𝐶0, which can be varied by adding the isotonic
solution. One can see that there is a jump-like change
in the plasma density at 𝜙* ≈ 0.2. Such a behavior
can be interpreted as a smeared phase transition in
the system, which occurs at 𝜙*.

The change in the blood plasma density also leads
to a variation in the average volume 𝜐 of proteins that
enter the blood plasma. It is easy to see that

𝛿𝜐

𝜐
= −𝛿𝜌

𝜌
,

where 𝛿𝜌 = 0.003 g/cm
3 at 𝜙 ≈ 0.2. From whence, it

follows that the average volume of plasma protein –
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the density of the human blood plasma
on the protein concentration in it. The protein concentration is
reckoned in relative units: the lower axis corresponds to 𝐶/𝐶0,
where 𝐶0 is the average concentration of proteins in human
blood [5], and the upper axis to the volume concentration

Fig. 4. Dependence of the relative viscosity of human blood
plasma on the protein concentration in it (𝜂0 is the shear vis-
cosity of water). The lower axis corresponds to 𝐶/𝐶0, and the
upper axis to the volume concentration

first of all, this is albumin – changes by a few per-
cent, which is in good agreement with our assumption
about the overlapping of the outer layers of neighbor
macromolecules.

Taking the proteins as possessing a spherical, for
simplicity, shape, the surface layer thickness can be
evaluated by the formula

𝛿𝜐

𝜐
≈ −𝑆overl𝛿𝑟p

𝜐
⇒ −1

4

𝑟p
𝑟p

𝛿Ω = −0.003,

where 𝑆overl is the area of overlapping, and 𝛿Ω the
corresponding solid angle. In this way, we find that

𝛿𝑟p ≈ 0.01

𝛿Ω
𝑟p.

For 𝛿𝑟p to have an order of magnitude like the size of
an amino acid residue, we must assume that

𝛿Ω ≈ 0.05÷0.1,

which corresponds to the overlapping “area”

𝑆overl ≈ 𝑟2p𝛿Ω ≈ 160÷320 Å2.

Such a contact area between two adjacent macro-
molecules can contain no more than 5–7 different
polar amino acid residues from each of two macro-
molecules. Therefore, the modeling of this contact
with the help of two spheres does not resolve the
problem of pH behavior to the right of the percolation
transition point.

Hence, for the pH of solution to change slowly with
the increase of protein concentration in this inter-
val and for the pH increment with respect to that
of water to be significantly smaller than the solu-
tion pH values to the left of the percolation transition
point, a stronger assumption has to be made. We will
assume that, to the right of the percolation transi-
tion point, albumin macromolecules, which look like
a heart-shaped medallion, are superimposed onto one
another by their quasiflat surfaces. In this configu-
ration, two “medallions” interact with each other by
means of (i) dispersion (van der Waals) forces and
(ii) electrostatic forces arising between amino acid
residues with different polarities. When such binary
complexes – dimers – are formed, the effect of two
albumin macromolecules on the pH of an aqueous so-
lution will be almost the same as the effect induced by
one macromolecule. It is not ruled out that a further
growth of the albumin concentration in the solution
will give rise to the formation of columns composed
of trimers and tetramers, i.e. to the oligomerization
process [21].

Quite unexpectedly, the relative concentration
value near the percolation point completely coincides
with empirical recommendations and medical proto-
cols, according to which a blood substitute should
not replace more than 10% of the blood volume. The
existence of the percolation threshold also manifests
itself in the behavior of the shear viscosity of blood
plasma considered as a function of the relative con-
centration (see Fig. 4). Unlike the concentration de-
pendence of the plasma density, only the slope of the
concentration dependence of the dynamic shear vis-
cosity changes at 𝐶/𝐶0 ≈ 0.9. At this concentration,
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a smeared phase transition takes place in plasma. It is
this transition that is a physically substantiated pre-
requisite for the empirical medical protocol of blood
transfusion, the essence of which consists in the ex-
istence of a maximum allowed amount for the blood
substitute.

Note that there are two main reasons for the pro-
teins to change their properties in aqueous solutions:
(i) proteins change the character of their spatial ar-
rangement and (ii) the internal structure of proteins
also changes due to their interaction with one another
through the aqueous environment. Let us briefly con-
sider some specific features of both factors.

The albumin macromolecule in the dry state has
the shape of a heart-like medallion [12]. In the
aqueous medium, albumin macromolecules begin to
“melt”: their domains can fold or stretch depending
on the temperature and the pH value. The structure
of subdomains also undergoes a reconstruction. To
some extent, the process of macromolecular “melt-
ing” in water is similar to structural transformations
in water after ice melting. Immediately after the melt-
ing, the local structure of water remains to be ice-like,
i.e. there appear clusters in the water bulk, the struc-
ture of which and the character of molecular thermal
motion in which remain close to those in ice. The life-
time of such clusters is finite, which is their most
characteristic difference from the ice-like state. It is
clear that the decompaction of biomolecules should
increase with the growing temperature.

The strongest influence of the internal reconstruc-
tion of protein macromolecules is experienced by the
behavior of the heat capacity and dielectric permit-
tivity of the system. Therefore, their further study
can become decisive for our understanding of the pro-
cesses running in the system.

4. Macromolecules as an Indicator
of a Phase Transition at 𝑇 = 42 ∘C

In this section, we discuss the results of the study
of effective hydrodynamic sizes of the polyvinyl al-
cohol (PVA) and human albumin macromolecules in
their aqueous solutions [21,22]. The temperature and
concentration dependences of the effective radius of
those macromolecules were determined on the basis
of experimental values obtained for the shear viscos-
ity of corresponding solutions [23–25]. We compared
the features of the aqueous environment influence on

Fig. 5. Dependences of the PVA concentration on the tem-
perature in aqueous PVA solutions at various constant radii of
macromolecular coil: 59.65 ± 0.05, 61.35 ± 0.05, and 63.45±
± 0.05 Å (from top to bottom)

the PVA and albumin macromolecules, the internal
structures of which are substantially different. Unlike
the medallion-like structure of albumin, PVA macro-
molecules have a radially symmetric distribution of
the substance with a core inside [21].

Figure 5 demonstrates the dependences of the PVA
volume concentration on the temperature, provided
that the radius of the PVA macromolecular coils re-
mains constant. They are characteristic curves that
make it possible to track the role of the effects of the
interaction of macromolecules with the solvent and
with one another, as well as the role of the molecular
disordering, which increases with the growing temper-
ature. For the first time, they were studied in work
[21], being different from those exhibited in Fig. 5,
because the PVA mass concentration was used as a
parameter.

It is evident that the characteristic curves for the
aqueous PVA solutions can be approximated by two
pieces of straight lines with different slopes that inter-
sect at the temperature 𝑇𝐷 = 315± 2 K [21]. As was
shown in works [6, 26], pure water undergoes a dy-
namic phase transition at this temperature, at which
the character of thermal motion of water molecules
substantially changes. Hence, the size of PVA macro-
molecule in the aqueous solution plays the role of
an indicator signaling that some modifications have
occurred in water itself. The growth of PVA macro-
molecules in size with the increasing temperature is
explained by the growth of fluctuations of the local
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Fig. 6. Dependence of the albumin concentration on the tem-
perature in aqueous albumin solutions with a fixed radius of
albumin macromolecule 𝑅𝜂 = 42.53± 0.05 Å

density in the peripheral (near-surface) part of the
macromolecular coil [21]. As a consequence, the core
size 𝑅𝜂 either decreases or remains intact.

In the case of human albumin, the behavior of the
characteristic curve that corresponds to the hydrody-
namic radius 𝑅𝐷 = 42.53±0.05 Å is much more com-
plicated (Fig. 6). Here, attention has to be focused,
first of all, on the positions of the characteristic curve
minima [22]. Their coordinates approximately coin-
cide with the boundaries of existence for living mat-
ter, with the parameters of a deeper minimum being
consistent with the water properties (the tempera-
ture at the minimum 𝑇min ≈ 𝑇𝐷) and with the blood
plasma properties (the volume fraction of albumin at
the minimum 𝜙min ≈ 𝜙p). These facts clearly empha-
size the role of water properties in the formation of
the most general properties of living organisms.

5. Discussion of the Results Obtained

The existence of a maximum temperature of 42 ∘C for
human life was predicted in works [6, 8], which were
devoted to the study of the temperature dependences
of the properties of water and aqueous solutions of
low-weight molecular liquids. Since water is the main
building material of living organisms, an assumption
was put forward that the denaturation of proteins at
42 ∘C and above is a result of the corresponding trans-
formations in water, i.e. the protein denaturation is
generated by a dynamic phase transition in water. In
the presented work, we prove that the sizes of the al-

bumin biomolecule and the molecule of the classical
PVA polymer are also sensitive to changes occurring
in water. This fact was also marked in works [25, 27].

Note that the consistency of the results obtained
for albumin and the model PVA polymer shows that
water is the governing factor in the formation of
the basic properties of biological solutions. By the
way, water-free albumin can withstand much higher
temperatures at the preparation of pharmaceuticals
(85 ∘C and higher) without losing its biological ac-
tivity. Particular attention in this work was paid to
the analysis of the temperature and concentration de-
pendences of the pH in water, blood, and aqueous
albumin solutions.

The results obtained demonstrate that the temper-
ature dependences of the pH in biological solutions
and systems are mainly determined by the proper-
ties of water, whereas the concentration dependences
by the specific features in the spatial arrangement
of albumin macromolecules. An important assump-
tion was made that, above the percolation threshold
for the protein component, albumin macromolecules
can form column-like dimers, trimers, and other anal-
ogous oligomers. It is albumin that makes the main
contribution to the blood pH and can be considered as
its stabilizer at certain concentrations of the protein
component. The oligomerization of albumin macro-
molecules leads to a structural phase transition near
the percolation threshold and is accompanied by a
drastic change in the pH of the aqueous albumin so-
lution, a quasijump of its density, and a change in the
concentration dependence of the blood plasma shear
viscosity.
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ВИЗНАЧАЛЬНА РОЛЬ
ВОДИ У ФОРМУВАННI ОСНОВНИХ
ВЛАСТИВОСТЕЙ ЖИВОЇ МАТЕРIЇ

Р е з ю м е

Дослiджується зв’язок властивостей води з поведiнкою во-
дних розчинiв базового бiлкового компоненту плазми кро-
вi людини – альбумiну. Експериментально дослiджено за-
лежностi показника кислотно-лужного балансу рН водних
розчинiв альбумiну вiд його концентрацiї. Показано, що
температурнi залежностi рН у бiологiчних розчинах визна-
чаються властивостями води, а концентрацiйнi – концен-
трацiєю бiлкового компонента. Саме альбумiном визнача-
ється основний внесок у рН кровi та її плазми, тому аль-
бумiн слiд вважати чинником пiдтримування рiвноважно-
го значення рН. Показано, що концентрацiйнi залежностi
густини та коефiцiєнта зсувної в’язкостi плазми кровi лю-
дини свiдчать про те, що їх найбiльш характернi змiни вiд-
буваються за концентрацiї бiлкiв, що вiдповiдають порогу
перколяцiї. Припускається, що бiля порогу перколяцiї вiд-
бувається характерна димеризацiя макромолекул альбумi-
ну, якiй вiдповiдає накладання серцеподiбних медальйонiв,
якими зображуються просторовi форми альбумiну, один на
одного. Показано, що залежностi ефективного радiуса ма-
кромолекул полiвiнiлового спирту та альбумiну вiд темпе-
ратури та концентрацiї є iндикатором того, що вода вiдi-
грає визначальну роль у формуваннi основних властиво-
стей бiорозчинiв, зокрема вона є вiдповiдальною за вини-
кнення верхньої межi iснування живої матерiї – 42 ∘C. Унi-
версальний характер впливу води проявляється у тому, що
її властивостi вiдбиваються на поведiнцi i класичного полi-
меру ПВС, i бiомолекул протеїну.
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